Complex interventions required to comprehensively educate allied health practitioners on evidence-based practice
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Abstract: There is currently no strong evidence regarding the most effective training approach for allied health professionals that will support them to consistently apply the best research evidence in daily practice. Current evidence-based practice training tends to be ‘one size fits all’, and is unlikely to be appropriate for all allied health disciplines because of the variability in their tasks and scope of practice. The scant body of evidence regarding the effectiveness of evidence-based practice training for allied health practitioners provides some support for improving knowledge and skills, but equivocal evidence about influencing behaviors and attitudes. We propose a new model of evidence-based practice training, based on the concept of complex interventions reported in the literature. We believe that by offering training in evidence-based practice based on complex interventions relevant to the needs of the attendees, using fixed and variable components, there may be greater success in significantly influencing knowledge skills, attitudes, and behaviors.
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Background
Allied health (AH) is an umbrella term used to define a large collection of different health disciplines that have complex and interrelated roles, responsibilities, skills, and scopes of practice. Allied health basically covers all those health professions that are not medical, nursing, or dentistry. Turnbull et al described the complexities of AH using a three-dimensional model.1 This model reflects tasks and roles as two dimensions (discipline-specific, and shared between disciplines), and skills escalation as the third dimension. Grimmer and Kumar further described the complexity of tasks undertaken by AH professionals even within the one discipline (for instance a physiotherapist might screen for risk factors, diagnose, educate, treat, manufacture, and counsel the one patient, or may undertake one task only for a number of different patients).2 They also addressed the importance of providing the best evidence for each type of task by using task-appropriate research designs. They highlighted the importance of discipline-specific journals to publish papers appropriate to all tasks undertaken by the discipline (for instance, research not only on the effectiveness of different treatments, but also research on screening, assessing for risk factors for poor outcome, diagnostic studies, and quality improvement).

There has been increasing interest over the past decade in educating AH professionals about evidence-uptake into practice. However our recent systematic literature review identified only six studies that examined the effectiveness of evidence-based practice (EBP) training, three reporting on a combination of health
professionals such as doctors, nurses, health managers, and AH professionals, and three specific AH disciplines (physiotherapy, occupational therapy, and social work). EBP training outcomes were generally described as changes in at least one of these four EBP domains (knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behaviors). Significant improvements in knowledge and skills in EBP were reported in all studies, resulting from relatively short duration training sessions, however, there was limited and equivocal evidence of change in attitudes and behavior. We could not determine whether this was because of the timing and method of measurement, or specific training strategies, or the type of AH professional being educated. We subsequently suggested the need for longer duration periods of measurement, discipline-specific outcome measures, and different types of training appropriate to specific AH disciplines, to significantly and sustainably improve EBP attitudes and behaviors.

This paper is a reflection of the findings of our systematic review in relation to issues associated with training AH professionals in EBP, particularly the training required to change their attitudes and behaviors towards research evidence implementation. We propose that there are key issues to consider when designing effective EBP training programs for AH practitioners, including:

- Allied health disciplines differ in terms of their contexts and scope of practice, their clinical training, and the research that matters to their day-to-day practice.
- EBP training appears to currently be ‘one-size-fits-all’ (we have found no programs tailored for the specific tasks of any one AH discipline) and we question whether this generalist approach is effective, efficient, or acceptable to adult learners. We contend that different training approaches may be required in order to produce significant and sustainable change in all EBP domains.
- Different types of training may be required to assist practitioners from different AH disciplines to learn how to set and answer questions relevant to their core tasks and responsibilities. We suggest that these may include effectiveness questions for treatment tasks, diagnosis questions for diagnostic tasks, screening questions for monitoring tasks.

**Discussion**

Given the complexity of AH care, it is unlikely that training programs in EBP produced for other health professions will be readily or directly applied to AH disciplines. It is also unlikely that even a ‘one-size-fits-all’ training program developed for AH needs will be appropriate for every AH discipline. The concept of ‘evidence of fit in complex interventions’ presents an appropriate model to underpin our reflections on what might be more effective training approaches to deal with specific AH requirements. Only by considering EBP training strategies in the context of AH discipline roles, responsibilities, tasks, practice settings, referral mechanisms, and practice restrictions, will every AH professional who attends EBP training be assured of learning something of value that will influence his/her practice in the short-term as well as longer term.

There is also an increasing body of literature on implementation science, which highlights the need for multi-pronged approaches to ensure sustainable implementation of evidence into health practices. The majority of the implementation studies have been conducted in medicine, mostly concentrating on the implementation of guidelines. Effective strategies include multi-pronged ways of delivering EBP messages, coupled with peer support, and feedback over a sufficiently long time period to support change in thinking and behaviors. Practice visits and mentoring, and easy-to-navigate sources of information are also useful. There has been little research into evidence implementation in AH, however it is unlikely to present a different scenario to medicine.

The Medical Research Council’s concept of complex interventions and Hawe and colleagues’ work regarding standardizing complex interventions by considering the interventions as fixed (core, constant) components and variable components lead us to suggest that EBP training should be similarly considered, as a complex intervention, with fixed and variable aspects. Fixed aspects of training could address general skill and knowledge acquisition related to core EBP principles. These should be relevant to any AH discipline, even considering the different tasks they undertake. The variable components of training should address complex issues such as practice settings, patient-types, discipline-specific contexts, multiple roles performed by the one health provider for one patient, as well as multi-professional practice where health care providers from different disciplines need to interact in the management of one patient. We believe that the model presented by Hawe and colleagues can be used to present an appropriate framework for effective EBP training for any AH discipline.

We based Table 1 on Hawe’s approach, and propose principles of education for EBP for allied health. These principles reflect core (standard) needs for EBP training, and also embrace the variable requirements related to the complexity of what AH professionals may do in day-to-day practice.
The core or fixed elements of training would seem to be those required to change knowledge and skills in EBP. These domains could be addressed in short-duration training, given in a standard manner to all AH professionals. The curriculum could include the steps to EBP, an overview of the different research designs relevant to AH tasks, and how to critically appraise, read, and understand different research design studies. This training could also address in a general sense, implementation barriers likely to be faced by AH professionals when implementing evidence into daily practice.

The variable elements of training would relate to the specifics of AH disciplines practice and the sustainable application of evidence into practice. The variable training components would be more designed to influence attitudes and behaviors by matching discipline-specific EBP needs with complex training interventions, which would include appropriate skills and a range of supports. For instance, teaching the EBP process to a professional in the AH diagnostic and technical group should focus on diagnostic question formulation and the specific types of primary and secondary research evidence that would answer the question. This will require very different training to that given to a therapist whose primary focus is on treatment.

Complex interventions are deliberately-initiated attempts to introduce new, or modify existing patterns of collective action in health care. These types of interventions can range from interventions designed to set up new health care systems, to interventions developed and tested to adapt and implement evidence into practice, to educational interventions for the whole community. Thus, EBP training provided to AH professionals that focuses on changing attitudes and behaviors, could include multifaceted interventions which incorporate strategies such as practicing the skills as guided by leaders, use of audit and feedback to enhance the use of the intervention, and follow-up support to facilitate changes in attitudes and behavior. Context level adaptation, which is designing a program to suit an individual participant’s needs, could be the key for training interventions to facilitate sustainable AH behavior change.

**Recommendations**

We outline our concept in Table 1, using Hawe and colleague’s approach.

We suggest that by taking this approach to designing AH EBP training programs, educators can maximize the training opportunities being provided to the AH professionals attending training, and ensure that training time is well spent. Educators will also be better prepared to deliver material suited to the needs of the adult learning class, and EBP training that is delivered in a manner that improves its implementation and sustainability. Ensuring appropriate EBP training relevant to the needs of AH will assist in improved and sustainable uptake of evidence into daily practice.

### Table 1 Standardizing EBP training for allied health

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories to summarize and standardize components of the interventions</th>
<th>Forms related to the components</th>
<th>EBP domains addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constant/fixed aspects</strong>&lt;br&gt;• Essential components/functions</td>
<td>• Teaching the concepts of EBP&lt;br&gt;• Teaching the steps to EBP (Question formulation, searching and appraising the evidence)&lt;br&gt;• Teaching the concepts and steps to EBP using lecture-demonstration with practical sessions format</td>
<td>Knowledge and skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Variable aspects</strong>&lt;br&gt;• The form in different contexts mapped to the characteristics of the population and the local setting</td>
<td>• Teaching formulation of question in line with the AH discipline (based on Turnbull 2009 classification), ie, effectiveness question for the allied health therapy group; diagnostic question for the allied health diagnostic and technical group&lt;br&gt;• Exploratory analysis of practice context with a local steering committee or key informants&lt;br&gt;• Assessment of resources to use (computers, internet connection, access to databases, and freely available resources)&lt;br&gt;• Use of opinion leaders&lt;br&gt;• Provision of readily accessible learning materials (paper vs electronic files)&lt;br&gt;• Provision of follow up support to address lack of time and access barriers&lt;br&gt;• Practice visits and audit and feedback</td>
<td>Attitudes and behavior</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviation:** EBP, evidence-based practice.
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